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Why data visualisation 
matters



When was the last time you saw 
a good presentation?

(with statistics that made sense)







What these presentations 
have in common...



In general, we are visual 
learners



Concentrate!





Now draw what you just saw…



How about now…





We tend to recognise patterns 
and find relationships.

This helps us remember



we didn’t evolve to process data

Invention 
of 

writing 
and 

numbers

[ timeline of human evolution ]
336,000 BC 4,000 BC



So there is a strong case to go 
visual



So there is a strong case to go 
visual

Source: Cognac Communications - http://www.cognac.co.uk



benefits of visual display

1. Getting a sense of the data

2. Getting understood by others

3. Getting noticed

4. Getting published



Publication in top science journals 
(Science, Nature) often requires an 
advanced visual infographic and 
the same is increasingly true in the 

social sciences. 



  

Source: Michalopoulos and Papaioannou (2013) “Precolonial Ethnic Institutions 
and Contemporary African Development”, Econometrica



Data visualisation also has value during the 
analysis stage



● Let's suppose we have a table 
of data (homicide rates in 
provinces of Russia)

RU-AD 6.132182603

RU-AL 21.29719264

RU-ALT 10.92263136

RU-AMU 18.36192317

RU-ARK 13.13963927

RU-AST 10.6888361

RU-BA 9.897099634

RU-BEL 5.481239804

RU-BRY 10.1944793

RU-BU 26.12631146

RU-CE 7.998745295

RU-CHE 13.57062764

RU-CHU 17.85714286

RU-CU 8.156737305

RU-DA 9.928221641

RU-IN 14.69879518

RU-IRK 22.32381894

RU-IVA 10.46084252

... ...



Russia, homicide rate

east-west difference now very clear



Similarly for India...



 visualisation is essential for inductive reasoning





The Work 
House

Broad St 
Pump

The 
Brewery



The Pump Today in London – a Memorial to John Snow



benefits of visual display

1. Getting a sense of the data

2. Getting understood by others

3. Getting noticed

4. Getting published



How  not to 

display data



http://mkweb.bcgsc.ca/circos/presentations/articles/vis_tables1/#vistabular



The purpose of a table is...

•  To show the audience that you know how to run a regression?

 OR

• To showcase your findings? 



Problems with Regression Tables in Particular

•  Too much irrelevant information 

• Difficulty of reading the effect sizes ('is a significant result really 
significant?')

• Easier to interpret standard errors when displayed visually

• Unable to identify individual cases (are there leverage points?)

• Masks heteroskedasticity in the data

• Ultimately can leave more questions than answers



The purpose of a table

•  If the purpose is to show a relationship between two variables, then ... 
the best thing is to show the relationship between those variables.

•  For example, a post-regression residual plot.

• If you have a treatment and control group, then just show the difference 
in means and the standard error around the estimates. Such a (simple) 
graphic is almost mandatory in many disciplines (hard sciences)



Don't distract the 
viewer



http://supportanalytics.com/blog/



As a substitute for substance, one can try lots of color, 3D 
effects, or disguised redundancy. This graph uses all three 
techniques, to display just five numbers. Note the clever use of 
mirror-imaging -- the top series is just (100 - the bottom series) 
and the interesting use curved lines, front and back to avoid 
the appearance that there's a lot less here than meets the eye.

Tufte (1983, p.118) says, "This may well be the worst graphic 
ever to find its way into print."

http://www.math.yorku.ca/SCS/Gallery/

Alternative version:



https://wikis.uit.tufts.edu/confluence/display/comp15004visualization/Margarita+Parasi



http://www.synergy.com/klass.htm





http://lilt.ilstu.edu/gmklass/pos138/datadisplay/images/phillips1.jpg

Note the extraneous features of this in this graphic:
•A completely irrelevant map of the world.
•Two entirely different kinds of 3-D charts displayed at two different 
perspectives. 
•Country names are repeated three times. 
•To display 24 numeric data points, 28 numbers are used to define the 
scales. 
•The countries are sorted in no apparent order (not even alphabetically).
•Note the use of the letter " I " to separate the countries on the bottom 
chart. 



So, this example shows the use of several tricks to show that time is increasing 
over time. 

This image, from the graphic design book, Diagraphics II, 
attempts to show the relative market shares of Sotheby's vs. 
Christies over time. 

http://www.math.yorku.ca/SCS/Gallery/



Principles of Infographic Design



http://cartographia.wordpress.com/category/charles-joseph-minard/



‘a species understands just 
enough of the constant and 

calculable to base a scheme of 
behaviour upon it’ - Nietzsche









reality is already quite complex

a graphic is by definition

a simplification of reality, so:

show what you want to show

and nothing else







v“Oligarchy 
Index”











http://eagereyes.org/criticism/chart-junk-consi
dered-useful-after-all



http://lilt.ilstu.edu/gmklass/pos138/datadisplay/chart_clutter_examples.htm



striking visual 
communication 

('getting noticed')





totally screwed

only somewhat screwed









Source: http://www.mint.com/blog/finance-core/visualizing-uschina-trade-relations/





Find Ways to ‘Layer’ Data

What if there are too many 
variables/dimensions?

In order to add extra dimensions to data, we can 
find ways to layer using colours, size, and time

This helps remove text











Find shortcuts to 
visualisation



e.g. automated mapping software









Source: James Scott, Seeing Like a State pp. 40-42



Source: James Scott, Seeing Like a State pp. 41-43



The Rules

1. Focus on the message

2. Show the data, not the design

3. Eliminate excess text

4. Create multiple layers where needed

5. Minimise the lie factor

6. Find shortcuts to visualise data quickly







 

This report was presented at the training methodological workshop  
"Economic and Social Changes: values effects across Eurasia”. 

 
March 31 - April 6, 2015 – Turkey. 

 
http://lcsr.hse.ru/en/seminar_m2015  

 
 
 
 
 
 

Настоящий доклад был представлен на методологическом учебном семинаре  
«Экономические и социальные изменения: оценка эффектов по всей Евразии». 

 
31 марта – 6 апреля 2015 года – Турция. 

 
http://lcsr.hse.ru/seminar_m2015  

http://lcsr.hse.ru/en/seminar_m2015
http://lcsr.hse.ru/seminar_m2015
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